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Chapter 1 – Getting Started 

Overview of Tableau 

Answer questions as fast as you can think them up. Tableau Desktop is data 
analysis that keeps you in the flow.  

It’s easy to learn, easy to use, and faster than existing solutions.  

Connect to your data and perform queries without writing a single line of 
code. Stay in the flow as you shift between views with drag-and-drop technology. 
Whether you measure your data in petabytes stored in the cloud or in billions of 
rows, Tableau is built to work as fast as you do. It’s self-service analytics, for 
everyone. 

Connect directly to your data for live, up-to-date data analysis that taps into 
the power of your data warehouse. Or extract data into Tableau’s data engine 
and take advantage of breakthrough in-memory architecture. Or do both, for 2, 3, 
or even 10 different data sources and blend them all together. It’s up to you and 
your data needs. 

Drive decisions using data. Combine multiple views into interactive 
dashboards. Highlight and filter data to show relationships. String together 
specific insights into a guided story to explain the ‘why’ behind your data. Use the 
web-based Tableau Server or Tableau Online to share content. 

Build a data-driven culture with Tableau!

Author
Whiteboard TD > driver > data source > return results through driver. Calc’s done at data source, but table calcs performed in TD. /
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Exercise: Getting Started in Tableau 

1. On your computer, open Tableau Desktop 2019.4. 

 

Tableau Desktop opens on the Start Page. This is a central location where you 
can connect to your data, access most recently used workbooks, and explore 
content produced by the Tableau community. 

The start page consists of three panes: Connect, Open, and Discover. 
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On the Connect pane, you can: 

• Connect to data  
• Open saved data sources: Quickly open previously saved data sources 

from your My Tableau Repository directory. By default, all users are 
provided with sample saved data sources to use to explore Tableau 
Desktop functionality. 

On the Open pane, you can: 

• Access recently opened workbooks: When you open Tableau Desktop 
for the first time, this pane is empty.  

• Pin workbooks: Click the pin icon in the top-left corner of the workbook 
thumbnail to pin workbooks to the start page. Pinned workbooks always 
show on the start page even if they weren't recently opened. 

• Explore sample workbooks: Open and explore sample workbooks. 

On the Discover pane, you can: 

• Access training videos on the web 
• Pull up Tableau’s Viz of the Week  
• View and contribute to Tableau blogs and community forums 

Opening a Sample Workbook 

2. At the bottom of the Open pane, under Sample Workbooks click on the 
Superstore workbook: 
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Understanding the Tableau Workspace 

The Superstore workbook initially opens to the first sheet available which is the 
Overview Dashboard. 

 

 

 

When you open an existing workbook, look towards the bottom of the screen and 
you see one or more sheet tabs. There are three different types of sheets: 
Worksheet, Dashboard, or Story. The layout of your screen and the options 
available to you in the Sidebar vary depending upon the type of sheet you are 
viewing. 
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Exploring the Tableau Desktop Interface 

Let’s open one of the worksheets that make up this workbook and further explore 
the Tableau Desktop interface. 

3. At the bottom of the Tableau Desktop screen, in the Sheet tabs, click the 
Performance tab. 

 

 

The Performance worksheet opens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Status Bar Sheet Tabs Worksheet/View 

View Cards & 
Shelves Workbook Name 

Fields Toolbar Active Fields 

Data Source 
Page 
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Tableau Desktop Worksheet/View Terminology 

 

 

 

  

Legend 

Marks Title Axis Filter 
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Review Data Terminology 

In the next step we review terminology associated with data, such as what you 
can find on the What If Forecast worksheet: 

4. At the bottom of the Tableau Desktop screen, in the Sheet tabs, click the 
What If Forecast tab. 
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The What if Forecast worksheet opens: 

 

 

Good to know terms and visual keys in this window include: 

• The largest box outlines a Table. 
• The medium-sized box outlines a Pane. 
• The small box denotes a Cell. 
• Fields: columns in a database 
• Measure: a quantitative field (numerical) 
• Dimension: a categorical field (aka discriptive) 
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Fields on Shelves and the Marks Card – Fields placed on shelves use a 
combination of icons, colors, and text styles as visual cues. 

 
 

Column and Row shelves create the columns 
and rows in your visualization. 

 
 

The Pages shelf allows you to break up data 
into a series of pages for easier analysis. 

 
 

The Filters shelf allows you to designate 
which data to include and exclude. 

 
 

The Marks card is where you drag fields to 
control mark properties such as type, color, 
size, and shape. 

 

A blue field (aka pill) on a shelf indicates a 
discrete field. In most cases, adding a 
dimension to this shelf results in a blue field. 
Blue fields are discrete—they contain a finite 
number of values. Adding a blue field to a 
shelf creates headers. 

 

A green field (aka pill) on a shelf indicates a 
continuous field. In most cases, adding a 
measure to a shelf results in a green field. 
Green fields are continuous—they contain an 
infinite number of values. Adding a green field 
to a shelf creates an axis. 

 
The Sort icon  indicates a field that has 
either a computed or manual sort order 
applied. 

  

Author
Note: A date field can be either discrete or continuous. 
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Exploring the Data Source Window 

Tableau provides many visual cues to help you evaluate the type of data that is 
displayed in the Data pane and the state of a data view. 

To access the Data Source window: 

5. At the bottom of the Tableau Desktop screen, just before the sheet tabs, 
click the Data Source page: 

 

The Data pane for the workbook opens: 
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Fields in the Data Source Window – Each icon in the table can be modified by 
one of four indicators. 

• Blue icon indicates a discrete field.   

• Green icon indicates a continuous field.  

• Globe icon indicates geographic field.  

• Icons preceded by the equal sign (=) indicate that the field is a user-

defined calculation or a copy of another field.  

• Icons with an exclamation mark on them indicate that the field is invalid.  

Navigating Back to the Start Page 

6. In the upper-left corner of the Tableau Desktop workspace, click the 
Tableau icon to navigate back to the Start Page. 

 

 

  

Author
Tableau recognizes your location data and assigns geographic roles to your geographic fields (e.g. Country, State, City).

Author
Whiteboard old way of reporting and the data flow in tableau (viz 1&2) in the powerpoint
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Exercise: Interacting with Worksheets 

 

In the next steps you are provided the opportunity to become more familiar with 
the behavior of the Tableau Workspace when building worksheets. 

Follow the steps below to build a basic report using the Tableau Sample – 
Superstore spreadsheet. Once you have completed these steps, you are 
provided additional time to explore different scenarios. 

1. In Tableau Desktop from the File menu select New. 

A new worksheet appears: 
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2. From the Data tab click Connect to Data. 

  

3. Under Connect, and “To a File” select Microsoft Excel. 

  

4. Navigate through the following path: 

• Libraries 
• Documents 
• My Documents 
• My Tableau Repository 
• Datasources 
• 2019.4 
• en_US-US 

5. Double-click the Sample – Superstore.xls file. 
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The new workbook opens on the Data Source page. 

 

 

6. Under Sheets, double-click the Orders sheet. 

 

7. At the top right of the Canvas, under Connection, ensure that the radio 
button for Live is selected. 

 

Left Pane 

Grid 

Top of 
Canvas 

Author
Extract – this radio button would save a subset of your data. Good to improve performance if the data source is very large. 
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8. At the bottom of the Tableau Desktop screen, in the Sheet tabs, click 
Sheet 1. 

 

Sheet 1 opens: 

 

Now that you are connected to a data source, you are ready to build a generic 
view. 

On the sidebar, ensure you see the Data tab and the Orders (Sample – 
Superstore) data source. 
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9. From Measures, drag Sales into the Columns shelf. Notice the “Drop field 
here” indicator as shown below. 

 

The view looks like this: 
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10. From Dimensions, drag Region to the Rows shelf. 

 

The view looks like this: 

 

11. From Dimensions, drag Category to the Rows shelf to the right of 
Region. 
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12. From Measures, drag Profit to the Marks card and drop it on top of Color. 

 

13. Double-click the “Sheet 1” tab and rename the worksheet “Getting 
Started.” 

  

 

14. In the Toolbar click Save . 
15. Save the workbook in the Workbooks folder as a .twbx file with the name 

“Superstore – Intro”. 
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Chapter 2 – Visualizations: Working with Data and 
Filters 

In the following step-by-step exercises, major tasks we accomplish include: 

• Connecting to Finance AH Data 
• Apply filters and sorting 
• Build hierarchies 

Connecting to Finance AH Data 

UCSD data stewards created dozens of datasets that are available for employee 
analysis and reporting.  In order to access the data, you must have rights to the 
university’s Tableau Server and the particular dataset(s).  In this exercise, we 
connect to and view the available fields.  

Exercise: Connecting to Activity Hub Datasources 

1. In the top-left corner of the Tableau window, click the Show Start Page 
icon: 

 

2. In the menu bar, click Server and Sign In: 

 

3. In the Tableau Server Sign In menu, type “https://tableau-qa.ucsd.edu” 
and click Connect. 
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4. In the Sign in to https://tableau-qa.ucsd.edu window, enter your active 
directory user name and password. Click Sign-in: 

 

5. In the Search for Data window, do the following: 

a) Type “fin” in the search window and hit Enter on your keyboard. 
b) Click on the FINAH-UCSDGeneralLedger-View-QA in the data set 

list.  
c) Click the Connect button (not shown): 

 

Author
Statement: When you’re connected to the TS, give me the green checkmark.  Can tell in TD when click on Server in the menu bar, should state Signed In to https://tableau-qa.ucsd.edu.
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Upon connecting to the data source, you will see the available fields in the Data 
pane: 
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6. In the menu bar, click File and Save: 

 

7. In the Save As window, navigate to your desired area to save the Tableau 
workbook and save the file as “UCSD - FINAH Intro”. 
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Filters & Sorting 

In this lesson we apply filters to different types of fields and demonstrate how 
filters affect the view. We also promote end-user interactivity by turning filters into 
Quick Filters. 

We are asked to create a visualization that shows total debit Transaction 
Signed Amount by Project. We also give the user the ability to filter results 
based on: 

• Entity 
• Month/Year of Transaction Date 
• Total Transaction Signed Amount 

The finished view looks as follows:  

 

  

Author
Whiteboard old-school way of report writing vs. the Tableau way. 
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Exercise: Using Filters 

1. Continue in the UCSD – FINAH Intro.twb workbook.  
2. Double-click on the Sheet 1 tab and rename it “Filters & Sorting”. 
3. From the Data pane, under Dimensions, drag Project to the Rows shelf: 

 

4. From Measures, drag Transaction Signed Amount to the Columns 
shelf. 
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5. At the bottom of the view, hover over the Transaction Signed Amount 
axis and click the Sort Descending icon: 

 
6. At the top of the view, right-click on the No Project header and click 

Exclude: 

 
7. In the Filters card, right-click on the Project pill and click Edit Filter: 

 
8. In the Filter window, do the following: 

a) Click the General tab. 
b) Check the box for Null. 
c) Click in the yellow Enter search text window: 

 

Author
Notice the Project pill on the Filters shelf.  Let’s explore what’s going on inside of it.

Author
Take a few minutes to walk through Filter window.

Author
Notice how the Null member is slashed through.  That’s b/c we are excluding checked boxes. 
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9. In the yellow Enter search text field, type “no proj” and notice how the No 
project box is checked.  Click OK: 

 

10. From Dimensions, drag Transaction Entry (C/D) to the Filters card:  

 

11. In the Filter window, check the box for D.  Click OK: 

 

12. Under Dimensions, right-click on Entity and click Show Filter: 

  

Author
I call this a hard-coded filter. 
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13. In the top-right corner of your view, hover over the Entity quick filter and 
do the following: 
a) Click the drop-down arrow. 
b) Click Single Value (list): 

 

14. In the Entity quick filter, click on the radio buttons to see the effect on your 
bar chart visualization.  Click on Academic Affairs when done. 

15. From Dimensions, drag Transaction Date to the Filters card. 
16. Towards the bottom of the Filter Field window, click Month / Year and 

click Next: 

 

17. In the Filter window, check the box for July 2020 and click OK: 

 
18. In the Filters card, right-click the MY(Transaction Date) pill and click 

Show Filter. 
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19. Under Measures, right-click on the Transaction Signed Amount field and 
click Show Filter: 

 
20. In the top-right corner of your view, hover over the SUM(Transaction 

Signed Amount) quick filter and adjust the left and right sliders to 
approximately 5M and 100M, respectively:  

 
21. In the view, click and drag the FSU BOC Chem Core Ops header above 

the Team PR Payroll header: 

 

22. In the Toolbar click Save. 

To see visualization view options, let’s explore the “Show Me” pane. 

Author
Talk about diff b/w working with discrete and continuous filters. 

Author
This is a manual sort. 
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23. In the far right portion of the Toolbar click Show Me. 

 

24. Click on several views and click Undo  between each, to see which 
view we like best, for example: 
1) Highlight Table – Gives a cross tab / pivot table-like visualization.  

Highlight tables give the numbers users look for in addition to using 
color to draw the eye towards high and low values. 

2) Treemap – Tableau’s preference over pie charts.  Great at showing 
contribution to the whole. 

3) Box and Whisker Plot – Shows distribution of dimensions, divided 
dimension members into one of four quartiles. 

 

25. Click Undo until you return to the original view. 

Author
Ask audience to explain what each part of viz (pills, pill attributes) are doing. Maybe ask students what other filter we might want to include and include them by right-clicking on the field in the Data pane > Show Filter.  If cricket chirps, add a filter on UOM (aka unit of measure) b/c comparing KW to KWH doesn’t make sense.  
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The finished visualization looks as follows: 

 

  

Author
Q: Which sub-category in 2016, in the West region, which Sub-Cate had the highest sales?A: Phones: 29,527.
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Hierarchies 

Hierarchies are a leveled grouping of dimensions that provide a path over which 
any data (or measure) is summarized. A well-known example of a hierarchy is 
date (e.g., Year drills down to Quarter, drills down to Month, drills down to Day).  

In this exercise, we display Expense Transaction Amount with an Entity 
hierarchy using the Entity L1, Entity L2, Entity L3 and Entity fields. This 
hierarchy allows the report user to drill down and back up to the level of detail 
he/she wants to see in the visualization. In particular, the report user wants to 
display expense information down to the Entity L3 level.  

The finished visualization looks as follows: 
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Exercise: Building a Hierarchy 

1. Continue in the UCSD - FINAH Intro.twb workbook. 
2. Create a new worksheet and rename it “Hierarchy”.  
3. Under Dimensions, drag Entity onto the Entity L1 field. 

 

4. In the Create Hierarchy window, type “Entity (hierarchy)” in the Name field. 
Click OK. 

 

5. Under Dimensions, drag Entity L2 and Entity L3 into the bottom of the 
Entity (hierarchy): 

 

6. In the Entity (hierarchy), rearrange the fields as follows: 

 

7. From Dimensions, drag Entity (hierarchy) to the Rows shelf. 
8. From Measures, drag Transaction Amount to the Columns shelf. 
9. From Dimensions, drag Account L1 to the Filters card.   
10. In the Filter window, check the box for Expense.  Click OK. 
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11. On the Rows shelf, click on the + sign in the Entity L1 pill to expand the 
hierarchy: 

 

12. On the Rows shelf, expand the Entity L2 pill, then the Entity L3 pill: 

 

13. In the Marks card, click the Label button and check the box for Show 
mark labels: 

 

14. In the view, hover over the Entity L3 header and click the – sign: 

 

15. Save your workbook. 
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Your view should look as follows: 
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Chapter 3 – Calculations 

Sometimes the dimensions and measures in the data sources are not sufficient.  

Calculations allow you to extract additional information from existing data 
sources by creating new fields that can be added to the visualizations.   

In this chapter we examine the following types of calculations: 

• Calculated Fields: Create a value from existing dimensions and 
measures when one doesn’t exist. For example, create a “Cost” value by 
subtracting “Profit” from “Sales.”  

• Row & Column Totals: Add totals to existing text tables/crosstab reports.  

• Quick Table Calculations: Quick table calculations are applied to data 
already in the view. As the name alludes, these calculations can be 
applied with two mouse clicks. 

Calculated fields are categorized in four general forms: 

• Mathematical/Aggregations – Perform math calculations such as add, 
subtract, or aggregate information such as AVERAGE, MAX.  

• Date calculations – Use dates in calculations, such as finding the number 
of weeks between two dates, converting an unrecognized date field into a 
Tableau-recognized date string or add an amount of time to an existing 
date. 

• Logical functions – Test whether or not conditions exist. Also IF/THEN, 
or CASE statements. 

• String functions – Create a new string (aka text) field from existing string 
fields.  

 

Author
Calc fields don’t exist in data source.  TD is one-directional.Q: What calculations do you find yourself creating frequently? Q: Do you have to create that calculation each time data refreshes, say, in a CSV or Excel file?

Author
Zoom to student manual calcs section to talk through
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Calculation – Debits & Credits 

In the following lesson, we’ve been asked to display total credit and debit 
transaction amounts by Function (two measures that don’t exist in Measures). 

To meet this report requirement, we create two calculated fields that identify 
whether C or D is selected in the Transaction Entry (C/D) field.  We bring in 
Function types and show the following: 

• Account Credit Amt 
• Account Debit Amt 
• Transaction Amount 

When finished, our visualization will look as follows: 
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Exercise:Creating a Calculated Field 

1. Continue in the UCSD – FINAH Intro.twb workbook.  
2. Create a new worksheet and rename it “Calc – Cr & Dr”.  
3. Near the top of the Dimensions section of the Data pane, click the 

dropdown arrow and click Create Calculated Field: 

 

4. In the expression window: 

a) In the name field type “Account Credit Amt” 

b) Click the arrow  to the see available functions: 

 

Author
Sure, you can filter records based on whether the transaction is a debit or credit.  However, the benefits of creating credit-specific and debit-specific fields:Speed – just need to drag the field into the view. See BOTH debit and credit measures in your view. If you haven’t done so already, remind students that some manual screenshots (e.g., employee counts) may not match the numbers you see during class b/c the day is regularly updated. 

Author
Note: whenever you’re creating a calculated field, zoom into the window for visibility, or use the mouse scroll wheel up to increase the size.  
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5. In the expression window, do the following: 
a) Type “IF ”. 
b) From Dimensions, drag Transaction Entry (C/D) to the right of the IF 

keyword: 

 

6. Still in the expression window, do the following: 
a) Type = “C” and hit the Enter key on your keyboard. 
b) Type “THEN “. 
c) From Measures, drag Transaction Amount to the right of the THEN 

keyword: 

 

  

Author
Q: why might I see the error message?
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7. Finally, in the expression window, type “END”.  Click OK: 

 

8. Under Measures, right-click on the new Account Credit Amt field and 
click Duplicate: 

 

9. Under Measures, right-click on the Account Credit Amt (copy) field and 
click Edit: 
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10. In the expression window, do the following: 
a) Update the field title to “Account Debit Amt”. 
b) Replace the C with a “D”. 
c) Click OK: 

 

11. From Dimensions, drag Function to the Rows shelf. 
12. Under Measures, double-click on the Account Credit Amt field. 
13. Under Measures, double-click on the Account Debit Amt field. 
14. Under Measures, double-click on the Transaction Amount field. 
15. Under Measures, do the following: 

a) Ctrl-click on the Account Credit Amt, Account Debit Amt and 
Transaction Amount fields.  

b) Right-click on any of the highlighted fields. 
c) Click Default Properties.  
d) Click Number Format: 
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16. In the Default Number Format window, do the following: 
a) Click Currency (Custom). 
b) Drop the number of Decimal places to 0. 
c) Click OK: 

 

17. From Dimensions, drag Transaction Date to the Filters card. 
18. In the Filter Field window, click Month / Year and click Next. 
19. In the Filter window, check the box for June 2020.  Click OK. 
20. Save your workbook. 

Your viz should look as follows: 
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Logical Functions 
 

Examples of logical functions include: 

• If/Then: If a certain condition is true, then perform some sort of action.  
We created this expression in the previous exercise.   

• Case: Evaluates your expression, comparing it to a series of values before 
returning a result. Utilizes a structure similar to an if/then statement, but is 
frequently easier to write than a long if/then/elseif/then statement.   

• Boolean: Allow you to determine if a condition is true or false. 

In the next exercise, after displaying total Account Debit Amt by Project, we 
use an IF/THEN/ELSEIF statement to help us quickly identify the projects that 
contain Salary/Salaries, Compensation, or Payroll in the name: 

 

 

 

  

Author
Q: Green check mark for those who have written a CASE statement..  Q: for those with a green checkmark, why use a case statement instead of an if/then statement?

Author
Q: Green check mark if you’ve used a CONTAINS statement in your expression (in Excel, Cognos, some other tool)?A: walk us through why you used it.
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Exercise: Creating an IF/THEN/ELSEIF Statement 

1. Continue in the UCSD – FINAH Intro.twb workbook.  
2. Create a new worksheet and rename it “Calc - IF/THEN/ELSEIF”. 
3. From Dimensions, drag Project to the Rows shelf.   
4. From Measures, drag Account Debit Amt to the Columns shelf.  
5. In the toolbar, click the Sort Descending icon: 

 

6. In the view, do the following: 
a) Ctrl-click on the No Project and Null headers and hover over either. 
b) Click Exclude in the pop-up window: 

 

7. Under Dimensions, right-click on Financial Unit L2 and click Show Filter. 
8. In the Financial Unit L2 quick filter, ensure that the only box checked is 

Academic Affairs: 

 

9. Open a new calculated field window: 
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10. Create the following expression: 

 

11. From Dimensions, drag Project - Sal, Comp, Payroll to the Filters card. 
12. In the Filter window, do the following: 

a) Check Non Sal Comp dimension member box.  
b) Check the box for Exclude. 
c) Click OK: 

 

Finally, let’s give our user an informative viz title.  

13. In the view, double-click on the title: 

  

Author
This is a tougher calculated field for beginners.  Build the calc with the class, then take your time explaining the logic.  Consider having one of your students explain the logic, thank him/her, and make any clarifications. 
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14. In the Edit Title window, replace the text with the following: “Total Debit 
Amount by  Project”: 

 

15. Still in the Edit Title window, do the following: 
a) Place your cursor in-between the double spaces. 
b) Click the Insert button. 
c) Click Financial Unit L2 in the dropdown list: 
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16. Lastly, in the Edit Title window, do the following: 
a) Highlight the < Financial Unit L2> text. 
b) Click the Bold button.  
c) Click OK: 

 

17. Change the Financial Unit L2 quick filter to a Single Value (list) format: 

  

18. In the Financial Unit L2 quick filter, select the different dimension 
members and see the effect on your viz. 

19. In the Toolbar click Save.  
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The finished visualization looks as follows: 

 

  

Author
Q: What other measure might we want to see in conjunction with Award Pending Direct Amount?Can either to a combined axis or color the marks based on the additional measure. 
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Grand Totals and Subtotals 

Adding grand totals and subtotals to text tables helps in further summarizing 
data. Grand totals are applied to entire columns and/or rows. Subtotals are 
applied to panes.   

In the following lesson, we are asked to create a report that displays Account 
Debit Amt by Financial Unit L2, Financial Unit L3, and the month/year of 
Transaction Date.  Upon seeing the resulting visualization, we feel that the text 
table would be aided by adding column and row totals, as well as subtotals.  

The finished visualization looks as follows: 

 

   

 

  

Author
Q: Green check mark for all of those who have report consumers comfortable with the table/pivot table/crosstab format.Q: Volunteer to describe what kinds of data you convey using this report type?Q: What the benefits and drawbacks of this type of report?Talk about the value of text tables, such as “frequently, people are used to seeing reports in crosstab/pivot table/or some other table layout.  Tableau can certainly recreate these layouts.  However, Tableau adds interactivity to these otherwise static reports:FiltersTooltipsParameters (covered tomorrow)
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Exercise: Using Subtotals & Grand Totals 

1. Continue in the UCSD – FINAH Intro.twb workbook. 
2. Create a new worksheet and rename it “Totals”. 

First, build your crosstab framework (the dimensions that will make up your 
columns and rows. 

3. From Dimensions, drag Financial Unit L2 to the Rows shelf. 
4. From Dimensions, drag Financial Unit L3 to the Rows shelf. 
5. From Dimensions, drag Transaction Date to the Filters card.  
6. In the Filter Field window, click Month / Year and click Next.  
7. In the Filter window, check the box for Null and check the box for 

Exclude.  Click OK: 

 

8. From the Filters card, Ctrl-drag MY(Transaction Date) to the Columns 
shelf: 

 

Next, fill in the values at each intersection of a column and row with the desired 
measure.  
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9. From Measures, drag Account Debit Amt to the Text button on the 
Marks card: 

 

10. In the view, right-click on one of the Null headers and click Exclude: 

 

11. In the top-left corner of the window, underneath the Toolbar, click the 
Analytics pane: 
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12. In the Analytics pane, drag Totals into the view, on top of the Subtotals 
box: 

 

13. In the Analytics pane, drag Totals into the view, on top of the Column 
Grand Totals box: 

 

14. In the Analytics pane, drag Totals into the view, on top of the Row Grand 
Totals box. 

 

15. Click on the Data pane: 
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For tall and/or wide text tables, you may want to move your totals to the top 
and/or to the left to avoid scrolling. 

16. In the menu bar, do the following: 

a) Click Analysis 
b) Hover over Totals 
c) Click Row Totals to Left: 

 

17. Repeat the above step, except click Column Totals to Top. 

Your view looks as follows: 
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18. We want to return our totals and subtotals to their original areas.  Hit the 
Undo button in the toolbar twice: 

 

19. In the menu bar, click Format and then click Shading: 

 

20. In the Format Borders pane, do the following: 

a) In the Row Banding section (towards the bottom of the Format pane), 
click the Pane dropdown list. 

b) Click your desired color. 
c) Repeat for the Header dropdown list (not shown) 
d) Click outside of the Pane window: 
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21. Still in the Format pane, do the following: 
a) Click on the Borders button.  
b) Click on the Rows tab. 
c) In the Total section, click the Pane field. 
d) In the dropdown window, click a thicker line. 
e) In the same dropdown window, click the color of your choice. 
f) Repeat the above three steps for the header field in the same Total 

section (not shown): 
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22. In the same Format pane, in the Row Divider section, do the following: 
a) Click the Pane field. 
b) Click the desired line weight. 
c) Click the desired color: 

 

23. Close the Format pane: 

 

24. In the Toolbar, click Save. 

The finished view looks as follows: 

 

 

Author
Q: How could we make this visualization better?A: Example: In the view, adjust the borders so the Employee Gender Code Group header is two rows tall and is wide enough to display all text:/
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Chapter 4 – Using Date Fields 

In these exercises we learn to display meaningful trend analysis that uses dates 
represented as both discrete and continuous and explain how each changes their 
behavior in a view. 

CONTINUOUS AND DISCRETE 

• Discrete means "individually separate and distinct."  
• Continuous means "forming an unbroken whole, without interruption" 

In Tableau, fields can be either continuous or discrete. 

• When you drag a field from the Measures area to Columns or Rows, the 
values are continuous by default and Tableau creates an axis. 

• When you drag a field from the Dimensions area of the Data pane to 
Columns or Rows, the values are discrete by default and Tableau creates 
column or row headers. 

 

Author
Whiteboard Dimension vs Measure vs Discrete vs Continuous.Give “month” demo of it as well. 
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Discrete Dates 

In the following activity we are asked to create a report that shows total sales, for 
each year, by each month. We use discrete date parts to communicate this 
information. 

The finished visualization looks as follows: 

 

  

Author
The data that I have to work with is limited to the past four months, so let’s use the SS data set since it has 4 years of transactional data.  
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Exercise: Using Discrete Dates 

1. Toggle to the Superstore – Intro workbook.  
2. At the bottom of the Tableau Desktop screen, click New Worksheet and 

rename it to “Discrete Dates”. 
3. From Measures, drag Sales to the Rows shelf. 
4. From Dimensions, drag Order Date to Columns shelf. 
5. In the Columns shelf, click the crosshair next to YEAR(Order Date) to drill 

down to Quarter: 

 

6. Click the crosshair next to QUARTER(Order Date) to drill down to Month: 

 

7. On the Marks card, change the mark type from Automatic to Bar: 

 

Author
Notice that Tableau nests every new level in the hierarchy as a discrete dimension – T’s default way to treat a date. .As you drill down the dates, a new blue pill appears, segmenting the dates: all this year, all this quarter, all this month. T keeps the dates bucketed into individual panes. Here, the line in each quarter pane shows how each month did within the respective quarter. Regardless of whether you’re using a date field as discrete or continuous, once a field is identified as a date, Tableau automatically creates date hierarchy, ie, a date will allow you to drill down from year to quarter to month to day.Do this!  Show the class that you can delete the quarter pill in order to see year and month only. Move the pills around, e.g., month in front of year Change mark type to bar
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8. On the Columns shelf, drag the QUARTER pill off: 

 

9. On the Columns shelf, drag the MONTH pill to the left of the YEAR pill – 
(look for the orange indicator): 

 

The finished Discrete Dates view looks as follows: 

 

  

Author
Also show dragging YEAR pill off.  These are date parts, so the month portion of the date is the only component we’re looking at.  Ignores day, year, etc.
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Continuous Dates 

Continuous dates show a chronological progression of time. Use continuous 
dates when you want to see a measure over an unbroken period of time (first 
data point is the first date in your data set, the last data point is the last date in 
your data set).  

The finished visualization looks as follows: 
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Exercise: Using Continuous Dates 

1. Continue in the Superstore – Intro workbook.  
2. At the bottom of the Tableau Desktop screen, in the Sheet tabs, right-click 

the Discrete Dates tab and click Duplicate. 
3. Double-click the duplicated sheet tab and type “Continuous Dates” to 

rename the worksheet. 
4. In the Columns shelf, click the minus sign next to YEAR(Order Date) to 

bring the hierarchy back to the Year level. 

 

5. On the Marks card, change the Mark type to Line: 
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6. In the Columns shelf right-click YEAR(Order Date) pill and click the 
Continuous Year option (the 2nd “Year” option). 

 

 

In the Columns shelf notice the YEAR(Order Date) pill is now green. This 
indicates it is Continuous. 

 

Also notice that the axis has converted to a continuous axis. 

7. In the Columns shelf, click the crosshair next to YEAR(Order Date) to drill 
down to Quarter: 

 

Data components 
in this first section 
are Discrete, 
which split date 
parts into 
sections.  

Data components 
in this second 
section are 
Continuous, 
which draws a 
line from each 
prior period to the 
current.  

Author
That is a way to deal with dates once they are already pills on a shelf.  To bring over a date as either continuous/discrete and at the period you are concerned with, RC+drag.A good analogy I read is that discrete dates are like Lego blocks – they can be broken up (like I removed the Quarter bucket earlier).  However, continuous dates are single strings of yard – they have beginning and end dates.

Author
While it is possible to use the right-click menu to toggle between discrete and continuous, that method does not allow for drill down.
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8. Click the crosshair next to QUARTER(Order Date) to drill down to Month: 

 

9. On the Month of Order Date axis, right-click a month label (2017 Q1 for 
example) and click Format: 
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10. In the Format pane, do the following: 
a) Ensure that the Axis tab is selected. 
b) Click the Dates field. 
c) Scroll to the bottom of the list of data format types. 
d) Click b. 
e) Type “mmm yyyy” in the Format field. 
f) Click outside of the Dates dropdown menu: 

 
11. Close the Format pane: 
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12. To add a trend line to your line chart, do the following: 
a) At the top of the Data pane, click on the Analytics tab. 
b) Drag Trend Line into the view, onto the Linear box: 

 
13. In the Toolbar click Save. 

The visualization looks as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Author
Extra: talk about the trend line: hover, describe trend model. Extra: Add Category to Color.Extra: Add Category quick filter and deselect one of the lines. 
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Chapter 5 – Additional Visualizations 

Highlight Tables 

Highlight Tables are a good way to represent table-based numerical data, with very 
high or very low numbers easy to see.  

In the next lesson, we are asked to create a report that quickly shows outlying 
Account Debit Amt numbers by: 

• Financial Unit L2 
• Financial Unit L3 and 
• Month/Year of Transaction Date 

The finished visualization looks as follows: 

 

 

 

Author
Aka pivot table or crosstab report. Once again, used Superstore data – with the particular dataset, there were a lot of number intersections b/w columns and rows that didn’t have values.  Wanted to show you a pretty highlight table. 
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Exercise: Creating a Highlight Table 

1. Continue in the UCSD – FINAH Intro.twb workbook.  
2. At the bottom of your Tableau window, right-click the Totals tab and click 

Duplicate: 

 

3. Rename the Totals (2) tab to “Highlight Table”. 
4. In the menu bar, do the following: 

a) Click Analysis. 
b) Hover over Totals. 
c) Click Show Row Grand Totals: 

 
5. Repeat the above step, except remove the Column Grand Totals. 
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6. On the Marks card, Ctrl-drag SUM(Account Debit Amt) to the Color 
button: 

 

7. On the Marks card, click the mark type field and click Square: 

 

8. On the Marks card, click the Color button and click Edit Colors: 
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9. In the Edit Colors window, click the Palette field and click Red-Black 
Diverging: 

 

10. In the Edit Colors window, check the box for Reversed.  Click OK: 

 

11. In the view, right-click the Academic Affairs header and click Keep Only: 

 
12. Save your workbook. 

 

Author
Scroll down list to find field that catches your eye (UC San Diego in May 2020).
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Your view should look as follows: 

 

 

  

Author
Talk about preattentive attributes (using chart features to draw the eye).  Can modify the “center” to adjust colors.  Can also use, say, a 3 step color scheme (High, med, low). 	Two colors and move center to $300M.Also, open the filter > when we clicked “Keep Only”, it replaced our exclude Null filter. 
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Combined Axis Charts 

In this lesson we learn how to display multiple measures on the same axis. 
Combined axis charts work well for measures and aggregations of those 
measures that are on the same scale and number type.   

To demonstrate these concepts we are asked to create a report that shows the 
following measures by Project: 

• Account Credit Amt 
• Account Debit Amt 

The finished visualization looks as follows: 

 

  

Author
Whiteboard Combined Axis vs Dual Axis. Dual axis – measures on both the left & right sides of the same viz.  Combined axis – Showing multiple measures on the left side of the viz, in this case, both profit and sales in the left-hand x-axis.
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Exercise: Using Combined Axis Charts 

1. Continue in the UCSD - FINAH Intro.twb workbook. 
2. Create a new worksheet and name it “Combined Axis”.  
3. From Dimensions, drag Project to the Rows shelf. 
4. From the Rows shelf, Ctrl-drag Project to the Filters card. 
5. In the Filter window, do the following: 

a) Click on the Select from list radio button. 
b) Click the None button.  
c) Check the box for the Null project. 
d) Click the Exclude button. 
e) Type “no proj” in the search field. 
f) Check the box for No Project. 
g) Click OK: 

 

6. From Measures, drag Account Credit Amt to the Columns shelf.  
7. Sort the bars in descending order. 
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8. From Measures, drag Account Debit Amt into the view, on top of the 
Account Credit Amt axis (you’ll see two green bars when you drag to the 
desired spot): 

 

With one simple-drag-and-drop motion several new pills show up in our authoring 
window: 

 

9. In the Marks card, click on the Label button and check the box for Show 
mark labels. 
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10. In the Measure Values card, right-click on the first pill and click Format: 

 

11. In the Filters pane, do the following: 
a) Click on the Numbers field. 
b) Click the Currency (Custom) option.  
c) Change Display Units to Millions (M). 
d) Click outside of the Numbers window: 

 

12. Repeat the above number formatting for the other pill in the Measure 
Values card (formatting both simultaneously doesn’t appear to work).  

13. Close the format pane 

Author
Show how to go to the Fields dropdown in the Format pane to quickly change which field to format.
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14. In the view, right-click on one of the Account Credit Amt headers and 
click Edit Alias: 

 

15. In the Edit Alias window, replace the text with “Credit Amt”.  Click OK: 

 

16. Repeat the above step for the Account Debit Amt with the alias “Debit 
Amt”. 

17. In the view, drag one of the Debit Amt headers above the Credit Amt 
header: 

 

18. From the Filters card, Ctrl-drag Measure Names to the Color button. 
19. Double-click on the title. 
20. In the Edit Title window, replace the text with “Debit & Credit Amount by 

Project”.  
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21. Still in the Edit Title window, do the following: 
a) Highlight the Debit text. 
b) Click the Color button. 
c) Click the deepest shade of blue. 
d) Bold the text: 

 

22. Repeat the above steps for the Credit text, changing the color to orange.  
Click OK. 

23. In the upper-right corner of the view, hover over the Measure Names 
color legend, click the dropdown arrow and click Hide Card: 

 

Author
Talk about visual clutter.  Take away until there’s nothing left to take away and still get your point across.  Reduces cognitive load.  Help your user focus on the info he/she needs. 
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24. At the bottom of the view, right-click on the Value axis and click Edit Axis: 

 

25. In the Edit Axis window, change the name to “Amount”.  Click OK: 

 

26. Right-click on the Amount axis and click Format: 
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27. In the Format pane, do the following: 
a) Click the Axis tab. 
b) Click the Numbers field. 
c) Click Currency (Custom). 
d) Drop your Decimal places to 0. 
e) Change Display Units to Millions (M). 
f) Close the Format pane: 

 

28. In the Toolbar click Save. 
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The finished visualization looks as follows: 

 

  

Author
Q: How else could we enhance our viz, making it more understandable/value to our users?A: Axis – change to dollar formatting, informative title, quick filters (e.g., EE type), aesthetics: get rid of chart junk. 
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Stacked Bar Charts 

Stacked bar charts are charts that use color to differentiate the parts of the whole 
bar.   

In the next lessons, we are asked to create a visualization that displays the 
number of transactions seven UCSD staff handled by month/year.  

The finished visualization looks as follows: 

 

  

Author
Whiteboard a stacked bar chart. 
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Exercise: Creating a Stacked Bar Chart 

1. Continue in the UCSD – FINAH Intro.twb workbook.  
2. Create a new worksheet and name it “Stacked Bar”. 
3. From Dimensions, drag Login Name to the Rows shelf. 
4. Under Measures, we need to change the POETAF Code field to a 

dimension. Drag the field into the Dimension section of the Data pane: 

 

5. From Dimensions, drag POETAF Code to the Columns shelf. 
6. On the Columns shelf, do the following: 

a) Right-click on the POETAF Code pill. 
b) Hover over Measure. 
c) Click Count (Distinct):  
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Next, let’s limit our view to a few of our accounting staff. 

7. From the Rows shelf, Ctrl-drag Login Name to the Filters card. 
8. In the Filter window, click the None button: 

 

9. Check the boxes for the following Login Names before clicking OK: 
a) ahewett@uscd.edu 
b) eszewczyk@uscd.edu 
c) ihchen@uscd.edu 
d) knwong@uscd.edu 
e) myork@uscd.edu 
f) svirgil@health.ucsd.edu 
g) vreid@ucsd.edu 

10. From Dimensions, drag Transaction Date to the Filters card.  
11. In the Filter Field window, click Month / Year and click Next. 
12. In the Filter window, ensure that the only boxes checked are May 2020, 

June 2020 and July 2020.  Click OK: 
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13. From the Filters card, Ctrl-drag the MY(Transaction Date) pill to the 
Color button on the Marks card: 

 

We now move on to cleaning up our visualization. 

14. On the Marks card, click the Label button and check the box for Show 
mark labels. 

15. In the view, hover your pointer between the rows and expand the height 
slightly: 

 

16. On the Marks card, click the Color button and click Edit Colors. 
17. In the Edit Colors window, click on the July 2020 data item and click the 

deepest shade of blue you see in the color palette: 
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18. Still in the Edit Colors window, do the following: 
a) Click the May 2020 data item. 
b) Click the color palette. 
c) Click Seattle Grays in the dropdown list: 

 

19. Finishing up in the Edit Colors window, do the following: 
a) Make sure the May 2020 data item is selected. 
b) Click the lightest shade of gray. 
c) Click the June 2020 data item. 
d) Click the second lightest shade of gray. 
e) Click OK: 

 

20. In the top-right corner of your view, in the MY(Transaction Date) legend, 
drag the July 2020 item to the top of the list.  

 

21. In the same MY(Transaction Date) legend, drag May 2020 to the bottom 
of the same list. 
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Your MY(Transaction Date) header should look as follows: 

 

22. In the menu bar, click the Format button, click Lines: 
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23. In the Format pane, do the following: 
a) Click on the Sheet tab. 
b) Click on the Axis Rulers field. 
c) Click None: 

 

24. Still in the Format pane, do the following: 
a) Click the Columns tab. 
b) Click the Grid Lines field. 
c) Click None. 
d) Close the Format pane (not shown): 

 

25. In the Toolbar click Save. 

Author
Before you do this step, keep your eye on the viz (top and bottom horizontal lines.When click None, see the faint lines disappear.  Use the Borders and Lines options to drop the faint clutter in the background of your vizzes. 
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The visualization looks as follows: 

 

Author
Recommendation for stacked bar chart is similar to pie charts, keep the number of dimension members that slice up a bar to fewer than a lot (e.g, ideally 2-5).  Otherwise, too many colors makes the viz difficult to read.Q: Hearing this advice, which other fields would be displayed well in a stacked bar chart format? 
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Chapter 6 – Stories 

In Tableau, a story is a sequence of visualizations that work together to convey 
information. You can create stories to tell a data narrative, provide context, 
demonstrate how decisions relate to outcomes, or to simply make a compelling 
case. 

A story can be a single sheet, but is typically a collection of sheets, arranged in a 
sequence. Each individual sheet in a story is called a story point. 

When you share a story —for example, by publishing a workbook to Tableau 
Public, Tableau Server, or Tableau Online—users can interact with the story to 
reveal new findings or ask new questions of the data. 

Exercise: Creating a Story 

1. Open the UCSD – FINAH Intro – Story Starter.twb workbook. 
2. In the menu bar, click on File and Save as. 
3. Save the file as “UCSD – FINAH Intro – Story”. 
4. Click on the two worksheet tabs to see the visualizations we will integrate 

into our story.  
5. At the bottom of the Tableau window, click the New Story button: 

 

6. In the Story pane, drag Transaction Signed Amt to the canvas: 

 

7. At the top of view, click the Add a caption box: 

 

Author
Before launching into description of stories, Q: By show of green check marks, who has created a PowerPoint deck of charts and graphs for reporting? Q: Who can tell me what they created the report on?Q: What are some challenges with creating this type of report (create charts and graphs in, say, Excel and copy to PPTX)?A: Not “live” – any changes in underlying data require redoing some/all of the PPTX.  Note: students may have other challenges.  Feel free to probe for deeper explanation of challenges. 
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8. For the caption, type something along the lines of: 

 

9. From the Story pane, drag the same Transaction Signed Amt worksheet 
to the right of the existing caption: 

 

10. In the view, click on the NSA G Admin LIFT header to highlight it: 

 

11. For the caption, type something along the lines of “NSA G Admin LIFT had 
the 3rd highest transaction signed amount in from May to July 2020: 

 

12. Hover over the bottom-right corner of the caption and enlarge it: 
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13. In the Story pane, drag the icon to the middle of the 
view: 

 

14. In the Edit Description window, type something along the lines of the 
following.  Click OK: 

 

15. Drag the bottom of the text box down to enlarge the box: 

 

Author
Give an explanation of why the number is so hight
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16. From the Story pane, drag Debit & Credit by Project to the right of the 
existing captions to create a new Story Point: 

 

17. Edit the caption to something along the lines of: 

 

18. From the Story pane, drag Debit & Credit by Project to the right of the 
existing captions, again, to create a new story point: 

 

19. Update the new caption to something along the lines of: 
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20. In the view, click on the NSA G Admin LIFT header to highlight the pane: 

 

21. In the Story pane, drag the Drag to add text object onto the canvas: 

 

22. Update your annotation text to something along the lines of: 
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23. With the annotation box still selected, click the dropdown arrow along the 
border and click Format description: 

 

24. In the Format pane, click the Shading field and click the color of your 
choice: 

 

25. Click outside of the color dropdown window. 
26. Still in the Format pane, click the Border field, click a thicker line weight, 

and click the color of your choice: 
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27. Click outside of the Border dropdown window.  
28. Close the Format pane. 
29. Save your workbook. 

Clicking between the four captions, notice how you can build a sequence of 
visualizations to describe a scenario to your audience: 
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Chapter 7 – Tableau Server 

While Tableau Desktop is used to author reports, Tableau Server is, primarily, 
used to distribute the interactive reports to a wide audience. 

Tableau Server offers many benefits, including: 

• Browser-based – Consumers use a browser or mobile device to access 
reports. 

• Security – Only those with a valid login can access your report. 
• Interactivity – Consumers can utilize the Quick Filters you enable, hover 

over data points to see tooltips with additional information, as well as drill 
down to the underlying data (if you enable that ability).  

• Web Authoring – Create and edit worksheets and dashboards with 
similar functionality as Tableau Desktop.  

Exercise: Navigating Tableau Server 

1. Open a browser (e.g., Chrome) and navigate to the following site: 
“tableau-qa.ucsd.edu”.  

2. In the sign-in page, enter your user name and password (should be the 
same as your network user name and password).  Click Sign In: 

 

Author
Whiteboard: Diagram the T ecosystem (data source > TP > TD > TS > refresh from data source). 

Author
“Give me a green check mark if you logged in successfully”.  Give me a red X if your user name and password isn’t being accepted.  Be sure your CAPS LOCK  isn’t on. 
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Upon successfully logging in, your Tableau Server welcome screen appears: 

 

Your welcome screen contains several features to help you navigate Tableau 
Server: 
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Let’s dive into some frequently used features. 

3. In the left pane, click on the Explore icon: 

 

4. In the Explore screen, click on the Top-Level Projects dropdown list to see 
the types of items you can search on: 

 

5. In the dropdown list, click All Workbooks: 
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6. On the Explore\All Workbooks screen, click on a workbook to view it: 

 

The workbook screen is mostly informative, with a few action features: 

 

7. Click on the workbook image to open it: 
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The workbook contains the interactivity built into it originally, such as tooltips and 
quick filters: 

 

Several icons at the top of the workbook aid in interacting with it: 

 

8. In the top-left corner of your Tableau Server window, click on Explore to 
return to the home screen:  

 

Author
Q: Give me a green check mark if you see an “Edit” icon in the toolbar.
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9. To look up your data sources, click on the dropdown list next to the 
Explore header and click All Data Sources: 

 

10. In the second or third row of data sources (depending on your screen size 
and resolution), hover over FINAH-UCSDGeneralLedger-View-QA (to 
make sure you have the right one): 

 

Author
Q: As you know, you can connect Tableau directly to a datasource (e.g., SQL Server database).  Why might it be better to use a datasource that is on TS?
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11. Hover over the same FINAH-UCSDGeneralLedger-View-QA data source 
and: 
a) Click the ellipses. 
b) Click New Workbook: 

 

The Tableau web authoring mode (aka Explorer) opens, with all the available 
FINAH-UCSDGeneralLedger-View-QA fields, ready for building visualizations: 
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12. In the menu bar, click File and Save As: 

 

13. Type a name for your workbook and click a Project to save it to.  Click 
Cancel (not shown): 

 

14. In the top-right corner of your Tableau Server window, click your name 
and click your name and click Sign Out: 
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Next, we publish our FINAH workbook to UCSD’s Tableau Server 

15. Open the UCSD – FINAH Intro.twb workbook. 
16. In the menu bar, click on Server and ensure that you are logged in: 

 

17. If you are not logged in, log in now.  
18. In the menu bar, click Server and then click Publish Workbook: 
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The Publish Workbook window pulls up: 
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